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Thanks for allowing us to join you today. We’re going to be talking about how to optimize or better manage and maintain your Dissolved Air Flotation (or DAF) system.



Maintaining your DAF 
system is priority #1, right?
Wrong.
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Maintaining your DAF is your number one priority, right?  Wrong. We get it. DAF operations may not even be a full time designated job for your facility. It may be just one of the many responsibilities covered by your plant maintenance or sanitization crew. Or maybe it’s not even a designated responsibility to any one particular person at all. As a result, maybe your DAF system is a bit neglected or just an afterthought. Is there a way to ensure your DAF runs smoothly and efficiently WITHOUT adding designated head count? In many facilities we see some of the DAF responsibilities outsourced to chemical suppliers. In some situations those chemical suppliers are making chemical feed rate decisions – how much chemical is being used in the DAF process. And they may only be on site once a week or even just once a month.  Not only is their visibility to actual process conditions somewhat limited as a result, but this scenario also creates a bit of a conflict of interest. Is there a way to ensure your DAF is using the OPTIMAL chemical feed rates at all times, without having to only trust the advice of your partner?  We’re not saying you shouldn’t trust your chemical supplier, but wouldn’t it be nice to be able to validate their advice and decisions with data? And what’s the risk? What if something goes wrong with your DAF?  There are many potential negative implications, including:Treatment plant compliance and potential surcharge fines Resource waste, such as overdosing of chemicals, in the processAdditional labor required to manually operate the processAnd the worst case scenario, limiting or completely shutting down your production due to a throughput bottleneck.



DAF Elements that Require 
Attention & Potential Problems:

1.Solids loading rate
2.Hydraulic loading rate
3.Regular testing
4.Probe/Analyser maintenance
5.Chemical usage
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And while we wish maintaining a high-functioning DAF system was easy, it’s not. It is never a “set it and forget it” situation. Here’s a short list of things that require attention and things that can go wrong. I’m sure you can probably add a few of your own challenges to the list as well.Solids loading rateThe solids loading rate needs to be checked regularly to ensure the DAF is not overloaded, which would result in poor effluent quality and hence load entering the saturator. This can result in lower efficiency of gas transfer.Hydraulic loading rateWith real-time flow information, you can ensure that you're staying within your DAF's designed flow rate and thus ensure optimal performance. In other words, you'll know if you're overwhelming your DAF at peak flow times and have the information you need to make potential expansion decisions.Regular testingHow are you testing your process? Are you simply making visual observations? Are you taking manual grab samples or doing manual jar tests? Or are you using online monitoring equipment such as probes or analysers?Probe/Analyzer maintenanceIf you’re using online instrumentation, how are you maintaining them to ensure they’re taking accurate measurements?Chemical usageWhat’s the optimal dosing rate for coagulant and flocculant? Are you only using a fixed set point, or do you change it based on key variables like load, flow, etc? How much money could you be saving on chemicals if your system was functioning at optimal efficiency?



Specific Operational Challenges

Influent 
Variability

Accuracy of 
Online 

Measurements
pH Control Temperature 

Fluctuations
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Getting a little more specific, in order to ensure your DAF is working at peak efficiency, these specific operational challenges have to be managed constantly:Influent VariabilityCoagulant/Flocculant demand will changeEqualization is importantBypassing to a calamity tank?pH Control is DifficultInfluent pH can swing wildly. How are you handling it? Are you monitoring total suspended solids (TSS) in your load? How about when your load contains a large volume of clear water from your Clean In Place (CIP) process? Are you wasting chemicals because the flow is high but really the water is clean so coagulant and flocculant is not necessary?Typically need to have both acid and base dosingThe titration curve changes when production changesTemperature FluctuationsToo warm = poor flocculation and less efficient chemical performanceAccuracy of Online MeasurementsOnline instrumentation such as probes and analyzers are prone to fouling in the harsh DAF environment. How do you ensure you’re:Using a suitable sensor for your environment?Performing maintenance and calibrations accurately and on the proper schedule?Or could you use sensors or analyzers with autocleaning functionality?



• What to measure – and why?
• Where to measure it?
• Is a shift or daily grab sample good enough?

Hint: It is not
• Is my system running as designed?
• Is my instrument giving me correct readings?
• What do I do with the data?
• Do chemical and/or power savings matter?

Hint: Absolutely

Specific 
Operational 
Questions
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OK, so we’ve shown that a DAF system needs to be monitored and maintained. But how?  Again we have a long list of questions that DAF operators need to ask?What to measure – and why?Where’s the best place in the process to measure that particular variable, and should it be measured in multiple locations?The last thing you want to do is waste money on the wrong sensor in the incorrect location that no one trusts and doesn't improve your process.Is a measurement once a shift or once a day good enough, or would more frequent measurements be better?Hint: Once a shift or once a day is not enough.How do I know my system is running correctly?Can I trust my instruments? Do I know the measurements I’m getting are accurate?Even if I am getting good data, how should I handle all of it? And ultimately how do I turn that data into information that I can make good decisions with?Lastly, will optimization efforts actually make a difference and can I actually realize some savings?Absolutely.



Typical DAF System 
Process Operation

Overloaded system

Lack of true understanding of DAF 
process conditions

Ongoing reliance on individual 
operator knowledge/experience

Process
Operation

is Not
Process

Optimisation
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How are organizations currently managing their DAF process? Well, this is what we typically see.The system is overloadedEither it’s overloaded ALL OF THE TIME because the system is either undersized for the facility or because it is over used,Or it experiences “batch process overload,” meaning it is overloaded during high flow or CIP.The organization lacks a complete understanding of what is actually happening with the DAFThey don’t completely realize the actual process conditions, such as:The max and minsThe frequency of eventsThe duration of eventsThey’re still relying only on the operators’ own understanding (i.e. experience and individual knowledge) and ability to react to conditions with the DAF. For example:The chemical feed system may be owned and operated by a chemical supplierPlant staff may not actually be trained in DAF operation and it may be maintained by either Maintenance or Production staffMultiple variables, such as Flow, TSS, pH, and/or Chemical feed, are typically interacting all at once, making it hard to exactly understand what is occurring



Determining DAF Efficiency – The Manual Approach

Sludge cake 
accumulating in 
back 1/3 of DAF

HEALTHY

Decreasing 
effluent 
turbidity

Thick Sludge Cake

Low turbidity
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We also see a lot of facilities determining the efficiency of their DAF using the visual check method - looking at the top or via the sight glass. If they see the sludge cake accumulating in the back 1/3 of the DAF, and they see a thick sludge cake and low turbidity, all is well.



Determining DAF Efficiency – The Manual Approach

No sludge cake

High turbidity

Minimal change in 
effluent turbidity

Thin 
Sludge Cake

High turbidity

UNHEALTHY
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But if there’s no sludge cake, or it’s thin and there is high turbidity, something is wrong. But what? How do you know what happened? What analytical parameter caused the change to the process? Was it a change in TSS or pH? A change in flow? A change in temperature? The manual approach leaves you guessing. 



We Can Help
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So you see, we get it. We understand the challenges you face and the unique aspects of DAF management that make your jobs difficult. We’d love to help. Let us explain how.



How Can We Help?

1
Rugged online instrumentation 
for industrial processes

2
Real-time
monitoring

3
Automated 
process control
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We recommend three primary areas of focus for improving your DAF process and efficiency. We’ll go into more depth about each of these areas, but as an overview, they are:Utilizing rugged, online instrumentation that is built to handle harsh industrial process environments. High performing instrumentation – instrumentation designed to ensure accurate data in the toughest processes – is the only way to go. You have to be confident in the measurements you’re receiving.Performing real-time monitoring. Manual grab samples will never tell you the full story. Visual checks won’t provide the details you need to solve problems or improve efficiency. Only real-time data will give you ALL OF THE INFORMATION YOU NEED to know what is really happening in your process and make smart decisions.Automating your process control.Automated process control mimics your best operator’s actions and reactions on their very best day. It uses the accurate, real-time data collected – as described in areas one and two – to set dynamic set points and allow the system to appropriately adjust to the changing variables for maximum efficiency, while still ensuring compliance.While today we really want to focus on area #3 – automated process control – we need to briefly review areas #1 and #2 as well. 



Rugged
Instrumentation

1
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Your DAF environment is likely a dirty one, possibly with fats, oils, grease (FOG), significant pH level swings, temperature changes, or a wide range of other factors. All of these variables can be hard on testing equipment like probes and analyzers. It’s one of the greatest concerns we hear. “But will it (the probe or analyzer) work?”The answer is “Yes.”  Hach has been designing instrumentation for over 80 years and have built them to work in the worst of conditions, including building in features to keep them functioning properly with as little maintenance as possible.Let’s discuss a few instruments that are appropriate for DAF monitoring.



Rugged Instrumentation

pH Monitoring
Digital Differential pH & 
ORP Sensors 

Total Suspended 
Solids (TSS) / 
Turbidity Monitoring
Solitax sc Sensors

TSS sc Sensors

Organics (TOC) 
Monitoring
BioTector B7000i Online 
TOC Analyser
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To understand what is happening in a process, the operator and control system need to have relevant and reliable loading information, including TSS, pH levels, and in some cases, organics.In a dairy application, a TOC measurement would be most relevant, as the load is both in the solid and liquid phase. The flocculation process is able to remove both particulate and dissolved load by growing the floc crystals.For industrial applications, the incoming load can also be used as an indicator of how well the production process is operating. Higher loads entering wastewater mean sellable product is going down the drain. Not only is this lost income, but it also increases treatment cost, so the bottom line is hit twice! In addition, online instruments could catch issues such as a poorly matured batch of polymer or even long-term problems with the recycle water saturator. None of this information would be available from a spot sample check on solids or a COD test.We recommend the following instrumentation, in the noted locations, to properly monitor your DAF:Influent TSS/TurbidityInfluent pHEffluent TSS/TurbidityEffluent pHSolitax sc SensorsHach's digital Solitax sc process probes are designed for the accurate determination of turbidity and suspended solids in accordance with DIN EN ISO. Due to a very large measuring range for both turbidity and solids, the Solitax sc family offers a broad application spectrum and is ideal for wastewater and sludge treatment applications. Using the infrared duo scattered light method, the Solitax sc provides a unique color independent measurement of solids and a reliable sludge analysis.�Instruments in the Solitax sc family are customizable to fit every field of application - models are available as immersion or inline probes, for turbidity and solids measurement, in plastic or stainless steel housing, and with or without a self-cleaning wiper device. The self-cleaning wiper ensures accurate results even in the presence of aggressive biological growth and gas bubbles.��These Solitax sc sensors can be connected to all of Hach’s sc controllers, providing versatile output options including 4-20 mA Output, Modbus RS485, Profibus, or Hart.Detects light scatterLow Range; 0 - 5% solidsHigh Range; 0 - 15% solidsAutomatic cleaning wiperImmersion or insertionQuartz lensTSS sc SensorsHach's TSS sc are digital special probes for determining turbidity and suspended solids in aqueous, and also aggressive, media, in accordance with DIN EN ISO. Made of highly polished stainless steel or titanium with a scratch resistant sapphire lens, the TSS sc are ideal for high temperatures and pressures, or for corrosive media. Fitted with special optics, the probes provide reliable results even in difficult industrial applications. Optional features also allow them to meet Class I Div 2 and ATEX Zone 1 requirements.��Like the Solitax sc sensors, the TSS sc sensors connect directly to all Hach sc controllers, providing versatile output options including 4-20 mA Output, Modbus RS485, Profibus, or HART.Industrial use TSSClass 1 Div 2, High Temp, Corrosive EnvironmentsTriClamp, Varivent fittingsSapphire lensesDigital Differential pH & ORP SensorsInline process pH and ORP sensors feature exceptional performance due to the Differential Electrode Measurement Technique. This field-proven technique uses three electrodes instead of the two electrodes used in conventional pH/ORP sensors, resulting in unsurpassed measurement accuracy, greater reliability, and less downtime and maintenance. Hach’s pH and ORP sensors are available in a wide variety of body materials, mounting styles, pH electrode types, and cable connections. Differential TechnologyBuilt for the toughest Industrial and Wastewater Applications!Replaceable Salt BridgeRechargeableReduced Maintenance CostBioTector B7000i Online TOC AnalyzerA patented self-cleaning oxidation technology that cleans the sample line and reactor enables the B7000i analyzer to easily handle difficult samples and significantly reduce the maintenance schedule and costs associated with traditional  on-line measurement. This TOC analyzer eliminates build up issues from salts, particulates, fats, oils and greases that lead to drift and high maintenance. This enables the B7000i to deliver trustworthy results even if your water contains high levels of fats, oils, greases, sludge and particulates or has pH swings.With reliable, continuous environmental monitoring and real-time process control, BioTector analyzers allow plants to optimize processes and reduce product loss.

https://support.hach.com/app/answers/answer_view/a_id/1018643


Getting the Job Done in the Dirtiest Environments

Self-Cleaning 
Wipers

Humidity
Sensors

Multiple
Detectors
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When we say designed for the dirtiest environments, we mean it. And a picture speaks a thousand words. Here are some examples of our instruments ensuring top performance despite challenging situations.Our sensors have built in self-cleaning wipers, and as seen in these photos, they have been carefully designed and rigorously tested to ensure they will work in very difficult industrial situations. Butter, yogurts, FOG – these sensors can handle it.Smartly, the wiper has a cycle counter so it knows when a replacement is needed – before it fails.And while the wiper normally works on a time cycle, it can also be manually activated as needed via a local controller or remotely through Hach’s Mobile Sensor Management (MSM) software, which we’ll touch on later.These probes also have humidity sensors which detect moisture in the probe BEFORE a failure event.And when we’re talking about the turbidity probe – or TSS sc sensor as we call it – it’s built with multiple beams and detectors to constantly “self check” to make sure the windows are not clouded.



Real-Time
Monitoring

2
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Rugged, online instrumentation that provides trustworthy measurements is the first step, and it opens up a world of optimization opportunities for your facility and your DAF system. First of all, it gives you real-time monitoring, providing data that tells you exactly what’s going on in your process – right now. Instead of relying on once-a-day or once-a-shift grab sample measurements….and waiting for the lab to get back to you with results…you can know what’s happening right now.



Real-Time Monitoring
24/7 Process Visibility

Instrument Health Monitoring

Resource Savings

• Chemicals
• Labour

Reduce downstream 
treatment costs

Identify product loss
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Here are just a few of the benefits of real-time (or online) monitoring.24/7 Process VisibilityFirst of all, by constantly collecting data and then tying it into the Hach Process Management System or an existing SCADA system, for example, that data can then be viewed anywhere you have access. In fact, Hach’s Mobile Sensor Management software allows you to see that data anywhere – from home, from the office, or wherever. This ensures you know what’s going on with your process at all times, eliminating surprises when returning to work the next day or after a weekend.Instrument Health MonitoringI just mentioned Hach’s Mobile Sensor Management, or MSM. Not only does MSM let you see your data anywhere on any internet-connected device, it also allows you to monitor and maintain your instruments health.  So if an instrument needs upcoming maintenance, has starting giving erroneous results, or is simply in need of calibration, the MSM system will let you know. Plus, it provided step-by-step instructions on how to perform that maintenance correctly, from any mobile device. Enables Resource SavingsWe’re going to talk about this more in the next section on Automated Process Control, but suffice it to say that real-time monitoring opens the door for lots of resource saving opportunities. For example, using online turbidity probes in the influent and/or effluent, a simple calculation can be made on the real-time efficiency of the DAF process. Chemical feed rates could also be calculated and output using these instruments, thus optimizing chemical usage.With better information – correct data, and more real-time data – decision making can be based on facts, not guesswork or operator experience, thus ensuring even greater efficiency.Reduce downstream treatment costsWhether you have an on-site biological process or if you discharge into a sewer, continuous monitoring of the outlet of a DAF not only shows the efficiency of the removal process but also indicates what load is being fed forward to a downstream process. As such, that information can be used to constantly improve the process and thus higher downstream costs. The simple truth is that the more load that is passed forward, the higher the downstream costs will be. So use real-time monitoring to optimize your process, reduce the load being passed forward, and save money.Identify product lossAs mentioned earlier, measurements will show how much product is going down the drain. Empowered with real-time data showing how much you're losing, you have the opportunity to tweak your process and potentially reduce that product loss.



Universal Controller Standard Features
• Highly configurable
• Up To 8 Sensors
• Plug And Play Functionality
• C1D2 Certification
• NEMA 4x/Ip66
• 4 Relays
• Up To 12 mA Outputs
• Up To 12 mA Inputs
• SD Card For Data log And Configuration
• Networking
• Allows Up To 32 Devices Per Network

Communication Options
• Modbus Rs232/Rs485
• Modbus TCP/IP
• Profibus Dp
• Hart 7.2

sc1000
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We’ve already talked about our probes and sensors, but real-time monitoring also requires a smart controller to manage and pass along all of the data being collected. The Hach sc1000 Universal Controller is a state-of-the-art modular transmitter system with a display module and at least one probe module. Probe modules can be networked together to accommodate up to 32 digital sensors or analyzers. Other smart controllers and communication configurations are also possible. Our process management experts can help you determine the set up that will work best for your site.



Knowing the 
Process is a 
Good Start, 

But…
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As stated, well-maintained (monitored, cleaned, calibrated) online instrumentation is a good start, because with it you’ll at least know, in real-time, more of what you’re dealing with.  But without control, the process is still highly variable and will not consistently achieve effluent target. For example, in this graph we’re showing TSS analyzers at both the influent and effluent. We are capturing real-time data and can nicely chart what is happening in our DAF. However, we’re missing two key opportunities:These sensors are capturing single points of data – in this case influent data points and effluent data points. But what it’s not telling us is the multi-variable interaction between the two. For example, how are TSS and Flow effecting the Chemical Feed?  Or how are pH and temperature impacting chemical effectiveness?In related fashion, the data isn’t automatically adjusting the process to accommodate these ever changing variables. So real-time monitoring is a good start, but taking the next step into Automated Process Management is where the real benefits are achieved.



Automated
Process Management

3
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And now we get to the core of the presentation…and where you can achieve the greatest results in optimizing your DAF system.  Empowered with reliable readings from your rugged instrumentation, and getting those readings in real-time, you’re ready to start automating portions of your DAF process management and realizing massive efficiencies. Let’s talk about how.



20

1. Collect real-time data
2. Calculate dynamic set points
3. Treatment adjusted – chemical 

feeds or aeration
4. Manual and automated 

modes available
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Let me give you an overview of how Hach automated process management systems works. It’s important to know we refer to these Process Management modules as Real-Time Control systems, or RTC for short. They are part of Claros, our water intelligence system, that brings data, instrument and process management all into one software platform. I’ll explain the full Claros system later, but if I refer RTC you know I’m referring to the automated process management system. And if I refer to Claros, I’m referring to the broader platform of solutions upon which RTC lives.Claros Process Management systems give you the ability to manage your process in real time based on constantly changing process conditions -- helping you make the right decisions, at the right time, and be more efficient. Let’s watch a short video clip on how, generically, Claros Process Management works. I say “generically” because there are 27+ process management modules for a wide array of parameters and process types. Each module is unique, and obviously one 30 second video can’t show all of those specifics. For example, this video shows the treatment system in a municipal wastewater treatment environment, but you’ll get the idea. IMPORTANT NOTE: The video I’m going to show is generic, meaning it shows how the RTC system works in a typical wastewater basin NOT IN A DAF.  That said, you still get the idea of how a real time control system works.To call out some highlights, I’d list the following:Probes/sensors collect real-time data from current loadThose measurements are sent to a controller and into the process management software, where dynamic set points are continually created.The software then can do two things:Communicate with your operator team and make a recommendation as to how to adjust your chemical feed pumps.Your team can then manually implement those recommendations or adjust as desired.Or the system can automatically communicate with a Programmable Logic Controller (or PLC) or directly with your pumps for execution. You get to choose whether you want to manage it directly, or in more automated fashion. Most customers are comfortable using the system for control immediately, but some feel more comfortable starting with the system in manual/monitor mode and then, as their trust grows, move to the automated approach.






RTC-DAF
System

Overview

RTC DAF Parameters Monitor Manage

pH, Influent Y Y

pH, Effluent (optional) Y Y

NTU (TSS), Influent Y Y

NTU (TSS), Effluent Y Y

NTU (TSS), Float Y Y

Flow Y
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So that’s generically how our Process Management systems work, but let’s get specific on how our DAF systems work.The diagrams we’re showing here is only an example of a typical set up. Hach has options for many configurations. Part of the partnership process is about discussing your specific plant configuration and selecting a system to meet your unique needs.OK, so let me describe how the process management system for DAF works:For starters, you’ll want to adjust your influent’s pH level to suitably match the range of the chemicals you’re using downstream. Every chemical is different, so you need flexibility. As such, this pH level is not a set point, it’s a “user defined value.”And as you know, what’s coming into the process might be highly variable, so the pH level might be highly variable as well.As shown in this diagram on the left, right after the Acid and Caustic pumps, you’ll take a pH measurement to ensure the level is where you want it to be. (feed back loop)We also measure the flow (Q) – the quantity of materialUsing the TSS (Total Suspended Solids) measurement, the system multiplies TSS by Flow  to establish the Dry Pounds of Material To Treat  (TSS x Q = Dry Pounds of Material to Treat)Coagulant and Flocculant are then dosed according to that calculation. This calculation is done in real-time, or in other words it’s “dynamic” (always changing), so that it’s appropriate for what’s truly going into your DAF.These RTC outputs – the outputs from the system - can either be sent to a SCADA system or directly to chemical feed pumps.The flow then enters the DAF and the DAF separates the solids as it’s designed to do. With the upfront process management though, you’ve ensured that it will function at greater efficiency and efficacy. After it goes through the DAF, we want to verify that we’re hitting targets. The system does that by typically measuring TSS in the effluent water.Other options and alternative exist, including:Measuring TSS in the cake to make sure you don’t exceed set points for pumping or safe handlingMeasuring pH and adjusting accordingly for permit compliance.Measuring TOC in the effluent to inform additional downstream treatment needs.Generically speaking, those are the primary steps of the RTC-DAF system, as shown in this diagram.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RTC-DAF Benefits Improve solids capture, decrease TSS concentration in clear water effluent and reduce discharge costsObtain real-time DAF process visibility, trending and reportingStabilize DAF processes and ensure performance consistencySave time and focus by avoiding manual monitoring and dosing tasksAchieve savings on coagulant, flocculant and caustic/acid flow ratesIncrease TSS concentration in floated sludge and reduce cost for further sludge treatment-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Deeper RTC-DAF Description If NeededThis controller maximizes the solids removal and clear water quality through real time measurements. The DAF-RTC adjusts coagulant and flocculant dosing rates in Dissolved Air Flotation processes using a feed forward and 2 interlinking feedback control loops. Based on the current solids feed load (either TSS or TOC), the coagulant and flocculant dosing rates are added proportionally. To support coagulation the pH value in the inflow can be automatically buffered to a user defined point. In case the pH-value falls below or exceeds an adjustable pH limiting value, dosing of coagulant and flocculant are stopped.The feedback trim then calculates the desired specific dosing rates for coagulant and flocculant are tuned based on the TSS concentration measured in the floated sludge and on the TSS (TOC) concentration measured in the clear water effluent respectively.If input signals inflow or TSS (TOC) concentration are not available the system automatically switches to fallback strategies.



RTC-DAF Input and Output Options

Inputs
Influent Flow Standard

Effluent Turbidity Standard

Effluent pH Standard

Influent pH Optional

Influent Turbidity Optional

Coagulant Flow Rate Optional

Anionic Flocculant Flow Rate Optional

Cationic Flocculant Flow Rate Optional

Pre-DAF Acid Flow Rate Optional

Pre-DAF Base Flow Rate Optional

Post-DAF Acid Flow Rate Optional

Post-DAF Base Flow Rate Optional

5 Open Parameters Optional

Outputs
Coagulant Flow Rate Setpoint Standard

Anionic Flocculant Flow Rate Setpoint Standard

Cationic Flocculant Flow Rate Setpoint Optional

Pre-DAF Acid Flow Rate Setpoint Optional

Pre-DAF Base Flow Rate Setpoint Optional

Post-DAF Acid Flow Rate Setpoint Optional

Post-DAF Base Flow Rate Setpoint Optional
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Here is a listing of all of the available Inputs and Outputs on the RTC-DAF system.  Input options are on the left, and Output options are on the right.Items in green are required inputs necessary for the system algorithm to function. We MUST have these data points.Items in red are all other parameters that can be included and, as desired, part of the automated process control narrative.Every additional piece of data that is included allows for tighter control and a better understanding“Other parameters” can monitor peripheral systems such as the chemical tank level to ensure supplies don’t run out… or they can even link to “Vendor Managed Inventory.”



RTC-DAF User Defined / Adjustable Settings

• Effluent Turbidity or TSS Setpoint (NTU or mg/L)
• Coagulant PPM dose
• Anionic Flocculant PPM dose
• Cationic Flocculant PPM dose
• Effluent Turbidity or TSS PID values
• Coagulant Specific Gravity
• Anionic Flocculant Specific Gravity
• Cationic Flocculant Specific Gravity

• Pre-DAF pH target value and range
• Pre-DAF pH PID values
• Post-DAF pH target value and range
• Post-DAF pH target value and range
• Minimum and Maximum Limits (flow setpoints, pump 

ranges, PPM or lb/ton, etc)
• Warning and Alarm limits for all measurements
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This point is very important. It’s important to understand that all set point boundaries are defined by you, the user. The RTC system doesn’t tell you how to run your DAF. It simply keeps your DAF running how you like it.Here you can see a long list of User-Defined, adjustable settings that the system lets you choose from.



Process pH 
& Temperature

85% Solids 
Reduction

Effluent 
Turbidity
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Influent 
Turbidity 

Sensor
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I like this little photo collage. It shows real pictures of an RTC-DAF system in place. You see the Solitax sc Turbidity Sensors installed at both the influent and the effluent, and how they appear on the sc1000 Controller display. It also shows the pH and Temperature readings on the same controller.  And in this case, the facility achieved an 85% solids reduction!Here are a few other benefits to call out that will make sense with these visuals:Retractable insertion sensors allow for their removal (for maintenance) without interrupting the process.Process flow past sensor face gives a more representative sampleFlow also functions as a scouring / cleaning actionQuartz or sapphire lenses resist scratching from most process applications.Influent sensor provides real-time process data for feed forward controlEffluent sensor allows trimming +/- of chemical feed to hit targets



The Benefits of 
Automated DAF 
Process Management
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Now you know how our RTC-DAF system – or automated process management system – works, so let’s talk about the benefits.



Benefits

• Automated chemical dosing
• Eliminate manual adjustments

• Reduce operator interaction
• Optimise both solids and filtrate quality
• Consistent & cleaner effluent concentration

• Reduced discharge costs
• Critical visibility into the process
• Chemical savings
• Save time
• Consistent compliance and reduced fees
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Here are the big benefits. There are dozens of others, but here are the most import results our customers see fairly quickly after implementation:  Automated chemical Dosing  Load based with feedback trim Eliminate manual adjustments to polymer dose Reduce operator interaction With operators having to engage less frequently with the DAF, you'll benefit in terms of reduced labor and reduced safety risk. Optimize both solids and filtrate quality 2 interlinking control loops help to optimize both solids and filtrate quality. Also allows you to understand if the solids loading capacity of your plant is exceeded Consistent & Cleaner Effluent Concentration You choose the effluent release quality. Set your system up to meet your own, custom permit level and/or plant target Delivers consistent effluent, even during peak periods. Improve biological treatment or biogas production downstream Increase solids capture & reduce disposal costs   Critical visibility into the process The RTC-DAF gives your plant operator(s) total visibility into your process’ real time performance. It does not take away their skill/influence, but ensures their experience can be incorporated into the control of the system. This allows for the DAF performance to be more easily refined, switching their efforts from time-consuming reactive work to pro-active, effective work. They’ll have visibility into such variables as: Feed Sludge: TSS, Flow Filtrate TSS Process trending (Day, Shift, Batch Process) Specific polymer dose (lb/ton) applied consistently Chemical savings Allows you to understand and challenge chemical spend rather than rely on historical budgets It is estimated that RTC-DAF system users achieve an average savings of 27% on polymer usage The system even allows you to confidently compare different polymer / coagulant types to see how they perform, which empowers you to identify the most cost effective approach for your process. Save Time Reduce amount of chemical testing required Operators are not adjusting chemical dosing rates Consistent compliance & reduced feed With the RTC-DAF system, you reduce your risk of being out of compliance and thus you also reduce your risk of fees and penalties. 



RTC-DAF
in Action:
Example of 

Real Benefits

Your process might still be 
highly variable, but the desired 
outcome is consistently met 
regardless of variation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online sensors along with a control narrative deliver results:Real time responses to changes in process variablesFlowTSS loadingpH swingsTemperature changesEffluent quality can be seen and targets changedVisibility into shift / process variabilityReal time response to different chemical treatmentsSmart sensors can give maintenance indications of performancePartnership with the Hach Technical Support Team can help you set parameters of performance, such as alarms and setpoints, as well as remote trouble shooting of instrumentation to provide high visibility and process uptime.



Automated 
Polymer Dosing

Manual 
Polymer Dosing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automated dose set points trend precisely with your process changes, eliminating waste that occurs with manual polymer dosing.  In other words, save when you can, feed when you must.  And do it all with no process lag.And another benefit?  The system helps you reduce chemical spend during Clean In Place (CIP) cycles, recognizing need to not treat “clear” water and potentially leading the system to completely bypass the DAF entirely if the water is below the treatment target.  



Polymer 
Performance

There is an OPTIMAL dose ratio.

Adding chemical beyond the 
optimal point is wasting both 
chemical and budget.

MORE POLYMER  ≠ BETTER RECOVERY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s focus on polymer for a moment. When it comes to polymer performance, there is a “Sweet Spot.” More is not always better.  The RTC-DAF system helps you hit that sweet spot with greater consistency.REMINDER: our system is not Artificial Intelligence (yet).  The dose rate is still determined via jar testing and our goal is to hold to that goal.  If a different chemical is used or the process changes, we are still adhering to a static pound per dry ton or mg/kg dose rate.  The system will not think its way to dose optimization.  What we can show however, is the response to ratios, and help the plant and end users make adjustment decisions.  



A Proven Approach from the 
Industry Leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to water quality analysis, Hach has been the global industry leader for over 85 years, and our process management solutions are a proven, effective approach. Let us share a few of our credentials.
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Experience. Expertise.

85+ Years 
of Water 
Analysis 

Expertise

BOD/COD 
Removal

Over 6,000 
Associates

Solids 
Handling

Disinfection

2,600+ Process 
Management 

Systems Installed 
Globally

Phosphate 
Removal

A Truly Global 
Footprint

Nitrification & 
Denitrification

Every 
Continent

(Except 
Antarctica)

27+ 
Systems

Developed 
Over Last 
10 Years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For over 85 years, Hach has been the go-to organization when it comes to water quality analysis. With over 6,000 associates spread across every content on the globe, not counting Antarctica , Hach has a truly global footprint and a level of expertise unmatched by any other company on the planet. We are well known for our quality of instrumentation, customer service and, importantly, our technical support. Our customers know they can count on us to help them solve even their most difficult challenges.When it comes to process management systems like the RTC-DAF system we’ve been talking about today, Hach has installed over 2,600 in wastewater treatment plants around the globe. With this breadth of installations we also get that your plant likely has unique needs. That’s exactly why we’ve designed our systems to be flexible. In fact, the modular design allows for millions of individual combinations so you can fit your unique plant configuration and solve challenges that may only be pertinent to you. We have 27+ specific systems, including the RTC-DAF system, and we group them into 5 primary solution areas:BOD/COD RemovalNitrification and DenitrificationPhosphate RemovalDisinfectionAnd Solids Handling



Claros Process 
Management 

Systems

Dissolved Oxygen Control

Ammonia Removal

Total Nitrogen Removal

Chemical Phosphorus Removal

Sludge Retention Time

RAS Control

Sludge Thickening

Sludge Dewatering

DAF Coagulant/Polymer Control

Chlorination / Dechlorination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, this presentation has been focused on Solids Handling, but it’s important to understand that our RTC-DAF solution is not just a one-off solution that Hach has created. We understand most every aspect of wastewater treatment and management and have experience in all areas. While many of these areas may not be relevant to your facility, it’s important to be confident in our breadth of expertise. We know what we’re talking about.
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Instrumentation + Software

= Less Uncertainty 
& More Efficiency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plus, these process management solutions are not just a narrow, single solution suite. They are part of a much broader suite of solutions. They are part of Claros, the Water Intelligence System from Hach. Let me quickly describe Claros for you here so you have even greater understanding.Claros is an ecosystem of solutions that combines connected instrumentation – sensors, meters and controllers – with powerful software to help our customers with more efficient data collection, aggregation, visualization and, most importantly, implementation. The result is lower risk of compliance violations and far greater efficiency in water treatment processes. And while the entire Claros platform is categorized as a system, there are multiple solutions within three key functionality areas shown here:Instrument Management, which helps ensure instruments are maintained properly to always provide accurate data. It also helps provide 24/7 access to that data, from anywhere.Data Management, which helps aggregate data from ALL of your many sources – lab, process, field, etc – and allows you to easily use that data for analysis. It also greatly simplifies your regulatory reporting process.And last but not least, Process Management, which takes all of this great data and uses it to actually help you manage your facility. It does this by either empowering your team with smart recommendations that they can implement themselves, or by actually automating certain functionalities.The RTC-DAF system falls into the Product Management pillar of Claros.



One More Benefit? 
Hach Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we wrap up, we have to call out Hach’s technical support team. They’re one additional, HUGE reason to consider the RTC-DAF system from Hach. 
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Yearly Service Partnership
1. A dedicated Hach® support team available 

to consult
2. Hach technicians providing guidance 

specific to your plant and application
3. Monthly reports to review your plant’s 

performance 
4. Reduced risk of unexpected downtime with 

service/maintenance recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If desired, this dedicated and talented team of experts will help you monitor your RTC-DAF system, with technicians available to provide guidance specific to your plant and monthly reports. In the end, they act as risk management, helping you avoid unexpected downtime or process shutdown.We love this short clip from a customer in Manteca, California. He’s a municipal wastewater customer, but the focus on your success is the same, whether you’re a municipal or industrial facility. We love that he calls our support team “an additional set of eyes,” continually helping him monitor his process. https://vimeo.com/407391551/c3e0e24c5fWhether it’s routine maintenance and repair, or alerts and visibility, Hach has the right support. Our field service and technical support experts provide the resources you need, when you need it, to ensure your Claros Process Management system always performs at its best.






How to Get Started Typical Process Stages

Discuss needs 
with Hach 
Representative 
& Process 
Management 
Specialist

In-Depth 
Project Planning
Best practice 
to include 3rd 
party partners 
(Engineers, Energy 
Consultants, etc)

Proposal
Technical 
Recommendations
Pricing

Proposal Approval

Installation

Com
m

issioning
Ongoing Support 
& Optimisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, we want to give you an idea of what a typical project process looks like. Of course every situation is unique, but these are typically the major stages of each project.First you’ll want to meet with a Hach representative – likely your local sales representative – as well as one of what we call our Process Management Specialists. They will work to understand your specific needs and help you learn more about what solution or solutions might be right for you. Lots of “fact finding” at this stage.After this initial exploratory phase, the Hach team will meet with you for more in-depth project planning. At this stage it’s a best practice to also get any other third-party partners involved. Engineers, Integrators, even Energy Consultants. It’s good to establish a strong partnership with all players right up front. This helps ensure a smoother process throughout.The next stage is the actual project proposal in which the Hach Process Management Specialist will put together a proposal, including technical recommendations and pricing. This proposal also typically includes our proposed process for installation and commissioning.The proposal then goes through your standard approval process and where necessary, the bidding processes. Once the proposal is approved and a Purchase Order has been submitted, the Installation and Commissioning can take place.After Commissioning, Hach doesn’t just walk away. We’re in this partnership for the long-haul. We’ll help fine tune and optimize the model and then will continue to assist with ongoing supervision by way of our support team. We can also help tweak, adjust and re-optimize the system over time as needed.



Let’s Go.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for letting us share our thoughts on using automated process management with your DAF today. We hope you found the discussion insightful and motivating. As you can see, we’re passionate about helping our customers operate their treatment processes at optimal efficiency, and we firmly believe, because we’ve seen it work countless times, that the RTC-DAF system will be a tremendous asset to your organization. We’re ready to get started when you are. Thanks.
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